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ICNS 2017

Foreword

The Thirteenth International Conference on Networking and Services (ICNS 2017), held between
May 21 - 25, 2017 - Barcelona, Spain, continued a series of events targeting general networking and
services aspects in multi-technologies environments. The conference covered fundamentals on
networking and services, and highlighted new challenging industrial and research topics. Network
control and management, multi-technology service deployment and assurance, next generation
networks and ubiquitous services, emergency services and disaster recovery and emerging network
communications and technologies were considered.

IPv6, the Next Generation of the Internet Protocol, has seen over the past three years
tremendous activity related to its development, implementation and deployment. Its importance is
unequivocally recognized by research organizations, businesses and governments worldwide. To
maintain global competitiveness, governments are mandating, encouraging or actively supporting the
adoption of IPv6 to prepare their respective economies for the future communication infrastructures. In
the United States, government’s plans to migrate to IPv6 has stimulated significant interest in the
technology and accelerated the adoption process. Business organizations are also increasingly mindful
of the IPv4 address space depletion and see within IPv6 a way to solve pressing technical problems. At
the same time IPv6 technology continues to evolve beyond IPv4 capabilities. Communications
equipment manufacturers and applications developers are actively integrating IPv6 in their products
based on market demands.

IPv6 creates opportunities for new and more scalable IP based services while representing a
fertile and growing area of research and technology innovation. The efforts of successful research
projects, progressive service providers deploying IPv6 services and enterprises led to a significant body
of knowledge and expertise. It is the goal of this workshop to facilitate the dissemination and exchange
of technology and deployment related information, to provide a forum where academia and industry
can share ideas and experiences in this field that could accelerate the adoption of IPv6. The workshop
brings together IPv6 research and deployment experts that will share their work. The audience will hear
the latest technological updates and will be provided with examples of successful IPv6 deployments; it
will be offered an opportunity to learn what to expect from IPv6 and how to prepare for it.

Packet Dynamics refers broadly to measurements, theory and/or models that describe the time
evolution and the associated attributes of packets, flows or streams of packets in a network. Factors
impacting packet dynamics include cross traffic, architectures of intermediate nodes (e.g., routers,
gateways, and firewalls), complex interaction of hardware resources and protocols at various levels, as
well as implementations that often involve competing and conflicting requirements.

Parameters such as packet reordering, delay, jitter and loss that characterize the delivery of
packet streams are at times highly correlated. Load-balancing at an intermediate node may, for
example, result in out-of-order arrivals and excessive jitter, and network congestion may manifest as
packet losses or large jitter. Out-of-order arrivals, losses, and jitter in turn may lead to unnecessary
retransmissions in TCP or loss of voice quality in VoIP.

With the growth of the Internet in size, speed and traffic volume, understanding the impact of
underlying network resources and protocols on packet delivery and application performance has
assumed a critical importance. Measurements and models explaining the variation and
interdependence of delivery characteristics are crucial not only for efficient operation of networks and
network diagnosis, but also for developing solutions for future networks.
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Local and global scheduling and heavy resource sharing are main features carried by Grid
networks. Grids offer a uniform interface to a distributed collection of heterogeneous computational,
storage and network resources. Most current operational Grids are dedicated to a limited set of
computationally and/or data intensive scientific problems.

Optical burst switching enables these features while offering the necessary network flexibility
demanded by future Grid applications. Currently ongoing research and achievements refers to high
performance and computability in Grid networks. However, the communication and computation
mechanisms for Grid applications require further development, deployment and validation.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ICNS 2017 Technical
Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors
who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to ICNS 2017.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the ICNS 2017 organizing committee for
their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.

We hope that ICNS 2017 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the fields of networking
and services.

We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We also hope that Barcelona provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone
saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Securing Ford Mobility System - GoodTurn 

Katherine Snyder and Kevin Daimi 
Computer Science and Software Engineering 

University of Detroit Mercy 
Detroit, USA 

email: {snyderke, daimikj}@udmercy.edu
 

Abstract—Ford Mobility System, GoodTurn, is an 
application developed by the University of Detroit Mercy 
through a Ford Motor Company grant.  In a manner similar to 
Uber, the application connects Ford employees interested in 
volunteering their time and vehicles with nonprofit 
organizations needing to transport goods and resources. Both 
drivers and requesters will use their iPhones to connect to the 
application and each other.  The privacy of the data collected 
from drivers, requesters, and the nonprofit organizations is 
critical.  The goal of this paper is to introduce the needed 
security protocols to protect the GoodTurn application. The 
proposed security protocols will rely on the advocated 
GoodTurn security architecture. 

Keywords—Security Architecture; Security Protocol, 
Symmetric Cryptography; Public Key Cryptography; Ford 
Mobility System(GoodTurn) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

   Ford Motor Company offered a program to solicit ideas 
from their employees regarding the best ways to serve the 
society at large and chose three of these projects to fund.  
The program was carried out in both USA and UK.  One of 
the ideas presented was to have Ford employees donate their 
spare time and vehicles to help nonprofit organizations in 
moving their goods and resources.  Given the existing 
support for iPhones by Ford for its employees, the initial 
release of the application was specified to use iOS, with the 
intention to expand to other devices and systems in later 
versions.  The idea for the application was reminiscent of 
the way the Uber application connects drivers with riders, 
but with no money exchanged.  Ford Motor Company 
provides a grant to develop this system and the University 
of Detroit Mercy was selected to develop and implement the 
application, currently referred to as the Ford Mobility 
System, GoodTurn.  Xcode [1] was used to develop the 
GoodTurn application, based on the Swift language [2].  
Furthermore, Firebase 3.0 was employed for several 
components of the application [3]. 
   As stated above, the idea for this application was modelled 
after Uber.  However, the security approach followed by this 
paper has nothing to do with Uber.  The security of Uber has 
not been made public to allow others to compare their own 
security approaches to Uber.  There has been some 
controversy about the operation and use of Uber.  In 2015, 
McCallion [4] stressed that Uber has accidentally leaked the 
private information of many of its drivers when the app was 

newly launched.  This initial release of the Uber app 
apparently had a design defect that allowed drivers to access 
various sensitive scanned documents containing details such 
as, social security numbers, tax forms, insurance documents, 
and drivers’ licenses. The bug emerged when an Uber driver 
tried to upload or edit such documents. The driver was 
directed to a screen containing details of Uber drivers within 
the United States.   
   Bernstein [5] and Kovacs [6] indicated that a Portuguese 
team has recently found 14 flaws in Uber apps which have 
enabled the team to obtain free rides and access details of 
passengers and drivers.  Another flaw detected by the team 
was linked to Uber’s promotion codes. The riders.uber.com 
website did not involve any countermeasures against brute-
force attacks.  This flaw enabled attackers to continue to 
create promo codes until valid codes were obtained. With 
the emergent attractiveness of developing Uber-style 
applications, the attempts to use Uber as a development 
platform for various applications accessible via the cloud, 
requires more vigilant attention to security issues. 
   Armerding [7] emphasized that scammers attacking Uber 
can get a free ride, while victims pay the the bill.  This 
occurred when cyber attackers manage to obtain the login 
credentials of legitimate users and sell them to fraudsters. 
Popular apps like Uber are targets for online scammers and 
cybercriminals; therefore, these apps must employ rigorous 
security and privacy measures to deter and prevent these 
malicious activities.  Taking into consideration the above-
mentioned incidents regarding Uber security, Uber 
continues to introduce app improvements with the aim of 
further securing the application and safeguarding privacy of 
drivers and passengers. Cava [8] stated that Uber added a 
new feature requiring drivers to authenticate their identities 
via a selfie photo prior to each shift.  The goal of such real-
time ID proof is to thwart fraudulent utilization of a driver's 
account and provide passengers with a higher degree of 
confidence in using Uber vehicles. 
   With the constantly increasing sophistication of security 
threats and attacks on software applications, advances in 
security countermeasures should at least parallel this 
sophistication.   Dong, Peng, and Zhao [9] suggested using 
security patterns to avoid security problems.  They believed 
that security patterns provide professional solutions to 
common security problems and capture best practices on 
secure software design and development. Security risk 
analysis is definitely the first step to design a secure system. 
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   Baca and Petersen [10] introduced the notion of 
countermeasure graphs — a risk analysis approach for 
software security.  They added that countermeasure graphs 
grant decision support for prioritizing countermeasures, and 
support software developers in determining critical threats 
and implementing optimal solutions.  A Case-Based 
Management System (CBMS) comprised of an artifact 
management system and a knowledge-based management 
system (KBMS) to handle cases for secure software 
development was introduced by Saito, et al. [11]. The goal 
was to manage the software artifacts created in the secure 
software life cycle, in addition to the software security 
knowledge using the two components of CBMS.  Although 
useful in secure software development, nevertheless, none 
of these approaches addressed secure communication 
between the software itself and its external interface. 
   Software security vulnerabilities give rise to many 
security breaches and attacks.  New security vulnerabilities 
are discovered daily.  Vulnerabilities are behind many 
software failures.  In any software development, coding is 
the critical issue because many security deficiencies are 
developed during the coding phase.  Okun, Guthrie, 
Gaucher, and Black [12] investigate the use of static 
analyzers to identify defects in source code that could result 
in security breaches.  Jain and Ingle [13] argued that to have 
secure software, a software security requirements process is 
essential.  They designated a Software Security 
Requirements Gathering Instrument (SSRGI) and claimed it 
can help developers extract security requirements from 
various stakeholders, and indicated SSRGI can strengthen 
security during the consequent phases of software 
development.  Software security testing plays an important 
role in detecting security flaws.  According to Tian-Yang, 
Yin-Sheng, and You-Yuan [14], Software security testing is 
the process of identifying whether the security attributes of 
software implementation are consistent with the design. 
They stipulated that software security testing involves 
security functional testing and security vulnerability testing.  
Security functional testing analyzes whether the software 
security attributes are implemented appropriately and 
consistently with security requirements.  While testing for 
vulnerabilities and security flaws are essential for secure 
development, they do not necessarily prevent security 
attacks where software applications are accessed via the 
internet. 
   This paper presents a security architecture for the Ford 
Mobility System, GoodTurn.  A cryptographic protocol is 
used to implement the security architecture.  A protocol is a 
multi-party technique represented as a sequence of steps that 
exactly identifies the actions required of two or more parties 
in order to accomplish a specified goal.  Mainly, the goal is 
to secure the exchange of messages between the parties.  If 
cryptography is used to secure messages, a cryptographic 
protocol will be involved.   Protocols are probably the most 
difficult part of cryptography because neither the designer 

nor the implementer of the protocol has any control over 
other parties’ behavior.  Normally, it is very challenging to 
isolate the vulnerabilities of cryptographic protocols as they 
can be the outcome of subtle design flaws [15]-[17].  The 
remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
provides the FMS operation overview.  Section III 
elaborates on the FMS security architecture.  Section IV 
depicts the cryptographic protocols needed to secure the 
FMS.  Section V concludes the paper. 

II. FMS OPERATION OVERVIEW 
   The following use case scenario briefly illustrates the 
operation of the Ford Mobility System, GoodTurn.  This is 
needed to understand the security architecture of GoodTurn 
and the associated cryptographic protocol. Volunteer drivers 
will be referred to as “driver”.  A representative of the 
nonprofit requesting a driver to move goods will be referred 
to as “requester”. 

 
1. The system starts with a splash screen to indicate the 

application is being launched. 
2. New drivers/ requesters register with the system first. 
3. The application requests the user name and the 

password of the user (driver/requester). Subsequent use 
is authenticated against this information. 

4. Driver/requester can modify their information/profile. 
5. If needed, the system can recover password, deactivate 

or reactivate user account. 
6. Non-profit organization/Non-government organization 

(NPO/NGO) adds and removes requester users, and 
provides them with administrative rights 

7. Drivers and requesters sign off on a privacy policy. 
8. The system provides a list of current jobs to drivers 

provided by requesters to move goods. 
9. The system calculates the estimated time needed to 

complete a job by a driver. 
10. Requesters enter new jobs, include their organization 

information, add a job to job queue, modify a job 
request, or cancel a job. 

11. If a requester/driver does not want to deal with a 
specific driver/requester, the driver/requester is added 
to that driver/requester’s blacklist.  At any time, 
driver/requester can be removed from a black list. 

12. Driver/requester view the job history. 
13. Drivers filter jobs, sort them in any way they prefer, 

accept jobs, reject jobs or cancel accepted jobs.  As a 
result, the job list is updated. 

14. The system notifies the requesters/drivers regarding any 
action listed in step #13. 

15. If a requester’s job reaches its pick-up time without 
being accepted, the system will allow the requester to 
reschedule it. 

16. The driver/requester indicates that a job is completed. 
17. FMS allows communication between requester and 

driver. 
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18. Both drivers and requesters provide feedback, submit 
problems if any, and ask for help.  

19. Drivers and requesters rate each other. 
III. GOODTURN SECURITY ARCHITECTURE 

   The Ford Mobility System (GoodTurn) security 
architecture introduced in Figure 1 illustrates all the 
components used. The participating parties are shown in 
Table 1 below. Furthermore, Table 2 provides a clarification 
of the symbols used. 

A. Key Distribution Center 
   The Key Distribution Center (KDC) is the heart of the 
security architecture.  It manages the symmetric keys 
distribution for each pair of the communicating parties, and 
providing the needed public keys for communicating 
parties.  It further provides the keys needed for Message 
Authentication Code (MAC), which will be used for 
ensuring the integrity of various exchanged messages. The 
designated Security Service Agent (SSA) will act on behalf 
of host and servers it represents.  Any of the servers or hosts 
of Fig. 1 can request communication with the components 
they are allowed to communicate with.  Because some of the 
messages are relatively large and others are small, 
symmetric and public key cryptography will be used 
respectively.  The request for keys should include the ID of 
the party to communicate with and the type of key.  There 
are two types of keys, session key and MAC key.  The 
MAC key will be used for message authentication. The SSA 
of the requesting party asks the Key Distribution Center for 
a session key, KXY, to be shared between components X and 
Y to be sent to the component requesting it.  Here X is the 
requesting component and Y is the component that X needs 
to communicate with.  The KDC send the session key to 
party X together with the ID of the other party and type of 
key so that each party knows whom it will be 
communicating with and what will the key be used for. In 
what follows, IDX and IDY are the IDs of component X and 
Y respectively, Key Type is 1 for session key and 2 for 
MAC key, and SSAX is the SSA for component X.  Note X 
and Y stand for Application server, Database Server, 
NPO/NGO, Driver or Requester. KS is the symmetric key 
shared by KDC and SSAX.  Note that à indicates sending, 
and || stands for concatenate. 

 
SSAX à KDC: E [KS, Request for Key || IDX || IDY || Key 

Type] 
KDC à X: E [KS, KXY || IDY || Key Type] 

 
   It is assumed that KDC and SSA shared public keys.  
Upon successful login of a component, the component 
receives the public key of KDC, PUKDC via its SSA.  This is 
needed to contact the KDC when requesting various keys.  
The component X who has received the session key and 
MAC key will then request the public key, PUY, of the 
component Y it wishes to communicate with and waits for 

Y to confirm the connection.  The public key of Y is needed 
by X to share the session key and MAC key with Y.  The 
protocol to achieve that is as follows: 

 
1. X sends its ID and the ID of Y encrypted with the 

public key of KDC.  A nonce, NX is needed for 
assurance. A nonce is used by the sender to assure the 
receiver (party following à) the message is from 
sender.  

 
X à KDC: E [PUKDC, IDX || IDY || NX] 

 
2. KDC sends X the public key of Y together with ID of Y 

and its nonce, NKDC, all encrypted with KDC’s private 
key (signed) and then with the public key of X. 

KDC à X: E [PUX, E (PRKDC, IDY || PUY || NX || 
NKDC)] 

3. X contacts Y providing its ID, Y’s ID, and a nonce NX 
to show that the message is current.  All these are 
encrypted with the public key of Y 

X à Y: E [PUY, IDX || IDY || NX] 
 
4. Y verifies with KDC to see if it can communicate with 

X.   

Y à KDC: E [PUKDC, IDX || IDY || NX] 
 
5. If KDC confirms the message, it encrypts the public 

key of X, ID of X, and a time stamp TKDC.  Note that 
the message is first signed with PRKDC, and then made 
confidential with PUY. 

KDC à Y: E [PUY, E (PRKDC, IDX || IDY || PUX || 
TKDC)] 

 
6. Y carries out the required decryptions and obtains PUX. 

It informs X it is ready to communicate by encrypting a 
message containing the ID of X, ID of Y, and a nonce, 
NY encrypted with the public key of X. 

Y à X: E [PUX, IDX || IDY || NY] 
 
7. At this point X shares the session key and the MAC 

key, KMXY, with Y. Here the message is also signed by 
PRX first and then confidentiality is enforced through 
encryption by PUY. 

X à Y: E [PUY, E (PRX, IDX || IDY || NX || KXY || 
KMXY)] 
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   The session and MAC keys are valid for a single 
communication only.  Fresh session and MAC keys are 
requested for subsequent communications.  Note that in 
what follows, the communication with the Key Distribution 
Center will not be mentioned because it has already been 
taken care of in this section.  For example, the Application 
Server communicates with five components including the 
KDC.  The link with the KDC will be subtracted from the 
total number of links resulting in four links only. 
 

B. Application Server 
   The Application Server (AS) runs the FMS, and therefore, 
controls all the functions of the system. It communicates 
with Database Server, NPO/NGO, Driver, and Requester 
components.  To achieve all these communications securely, 
four session keys and four MAC keys are needed.  
Certainly, the Application Server could have also played the 
role of KDC in addition to its original role.  However, it is 
safer to have independent server taking care of key 
distribution. 

C. Database Server 
   The Database Server (DS) stores information about 
drivers, requesters, and NPO/NGO.  In addition to profiles 
of the requesters and drivers, it keeps the blacklist of drivers 
and requesters, job history, active jobs, 
deactivated/reactivated user accounts, rejected jobs, and 
accepted jobs.  The DS aids the Application Server in 
carrying out its job.  From Fig. 1, it is clear that DS 
exchanges messages with the Application Server only.  No 
other component is allowed to access the Database Server.  
Hence, one session key and one MAC key are needed. 

D. Non-Profit/Non-Government Organization  
   Non-Profit Organization (NPO) / Non-Government 
Organization (NGO) component communicates with the 
Requester and with the Application Server.  It adds and 
removes users and requests some reports and displays from 
the Application Server (AS). Two session keys and two 
MAC keys are needed for such interaction. 

E. Requester  
   The Requester (R) should be associated with an 
NPO/NGO.  It interacts with both the Driver and the 
Application server.  The requester exchanges a number of 
messages with the Driver and Application Server.  Some of 
these messages include registration, profile change, list of 
current job, privacy policy, job addition, job cancelling, 
feedback, blacklist addition, driver rating, and completed 
jobs.  Because there are two connections, two session keys 
and MAC keys are needed. 

F. Driver  
The Driver (D) communicates with both the Application 
Server and the Requester to exchange various messages, 
such as registration, profile change, list of current jobs, 

privacy policy, accepted jobs, blacklist insertion, requester 
rating, and completed jobs.  The driver needs two sessions 
keys and two MAC keys. 
 

TABLE I.  PARTICIPATING PARTIES 

Symbol Meaning 

KDC Key Distribution Center 
SSA Security Service Agent 
NPO Non-Profit Organization  
NGO Non-Government Organization 
AS Application server 
DS Database Server 
R Requester 
D Driver 
  

IV. SECURING THE SYSTEM 
   The security of the FMS system relies on both symmetric 
and asymmetric cryptography.  In addition, MAC keys are 
shared between the communicating parties.  As noted above, 
the KDC will provide symmetric and MAC keys to the party 
initialing the communication.  Then that party will request 
the public key of the receiver to forward the session and 
MAC keys. Several messages shared by the Driver and 
Requester components with the Application Server are 
similar.  Those messages will not be repeated.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. GoodTurn Security Architecture 
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A. Driver-Server Communication 
   The Driver component needs to send the following short 
messages to the Application Server (AS): email, password, 
security question/answer, request to reactivate account, 
request to register, registration information (name, email, 
driver/requester, address, company name, phone #, 
organization code, accepting/rejecting privacy policy, 
request to rate, rating, and job completed.  All these 
messages are the same for the Requester (R).  The symbol 
M will refer to any of these messages because the security 
procedure handling them is the same. D signs a message 
including its ID, ID of AS, M, the MAC of M (E (KMD-AS, 
M)), and time stamp TD, and then encrypt them all with the 
public key of AS, PUAS 
 
D à AS: E [PUAS, E (PRD, IDD || IDAS || E (KMD-AS, M) || M 

|| TD)] 
 
   On receiving such messages, AS performs the needed 
decryptions to obtain M.  It then calculates the MAC of M 
and compares with the received MAC, and checks the 
currency of the message using TD.  Once they are equal, it 
accepts these messages and informs the Database Server 
(DS) to store the information or acts on them. 
   The Driver component also sends other messages that are 
specific to the Driver.  They include vehicle make, model, 
year, color, license plate, type, maximum mileage, and 
messages to indicate job is accepted, job is rejected, and job 
is cancelled.  These messages are treated as above. 
   The SA sends D messages that are somehow long, such as 
privacy policy, available jobs, accepted jobs list, cancelled 
jobs list, and completed jobs list.  For this purpose, 
symmetric key will be adopted because public key tends to 
be slow with long messages.  To this end, AS encrypts the 
ID of D, its ID, the MAC of message M, message M, and 
the time stamp TAS with the symmetric key, KD-AS, shared 
with D. TAS is inserted to assure D the message is current 
 
AS à D: E [KD-AS, IDD || IDAS || E (KMD-AS, M) || M || TAS] 

 
   D will decrypt this message using the key, KD-AS, and 
verify the MAC and the message is current. 

B. Requester-Server Communication 
   Most of the messages sent by the Requester, R, are the 
same as those sent by D.  These are mentioned in the first 
paragraph of the Driver-Server Communication above. 
Here, a message is first signed with the private key of R, 
PRR, and KMR-AS is the MAC key shared between R and 
AS. 
 
R à AS: E [PUAS, E (PRR, IDR || IDAS || E (KMR-AS, M) || M 

|| TR)] 
 
   The requester transmits more messages that are specific to 
it. Some of these messages are: new job request, items to be 

moved, quantity, size of vehicle (truck, Sedan, SUV), load 
weight estimate (heavy, medium, light), pickup location, 
drop off location, date and time, ASAP, modify job, and 
reschedule job if not selected by driver.  These are treated as 
above using the R à AS message.  However, the requester 
has a long message to report a problem.  This is treated 
using symmetric key, KR-AS, which shared between R and 
AS, as follows:  
 

R à AS: E [KR-AS, IDR || IDAS || E (KMR-AS, M) || M || TR] 
 
   The AS server disseminates the following messages to R: 
new password, credentials accepted, and privacy policy.  
New password and credentials accepted are communicated 
using public key.  However, because the policy is long, 
symmetric key is used.  
 
M1 = New password | Credentials accepted 
 
M2 = Privacy policy 
 

AS à R: E [PUR, E (PRAS, IDR || IDAS || E (KMR-AS, M1) || 
M1 || TAS)] 

 
AS à R: E [KR-AS, IDR || IDAS || E (KMR-AS, M2) || M2 || TAS] 
 

C. Server-Database Communication 
   In this communication, there are many frequent messages.  
In addition, both the AS and DS perform a lot of processing.  
Using public key will further slow the system.  Therefore, 
symmetric key cryptology will be used. 
   The Application Server transmits the following messages 
to DS: request to verify password, user name, security Q/A, 
and registration information, deactivated/reactivated 
accounts, rating of both drivers and requesters, feedback, 
blacklist update, job history update, completed jobs list, and 
problems (lost item, complaint, vehicle feedback, broken 
link).  Using M to refer to any of these messages, the 
message sent to DS can be represented as: 
 

AS à DS: E [KDS-AS, IDDS || IDAS || E (KMDS-AS, M) || M || 
TAS] 

 
   On the other hand, DS transfers the following messages to 
AS:  password verified, name verified, security Q/A, 
activation/deactivation info completed, rating stored, 
feedback stored, blacklist updated, driver job selection 
updates, requester requests for service, alerts on 
driver/requester of blacklisted requesters/drivers, removing 
from blacklist completed, privacy policy, list of completed 
jobs, and job history. The transferred message, M, is 
protected as follows: 
 

DS à AS: E [KDS-AS, IDDS || IDAS || E (KMDS-AS, M) || M || 
TDS)] 
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D. AS-NPO/NGO Communication 
   The NPO/NGO exchanges few messages with the 
Application Server.  Three of which, request to add user, 
request to remove a user, and request to join, are short.  
Hence, public key is used.  The third message, information 
about the organization, is large, and therefore, symmetric 
key is used. 
 
M1 = Request to add user | Request to remove user | Request 
to join 
M2 = Information about NPO/NGO  
 
NPO/NGO à AS: E [PUAS, E (PRNPO/NGO, IDNPO/NGO || IDAS 

|| E (KMNPO/NGO-AS, M1) || M1 || TNPO/NGO)] 
 

NPO/NGO à AS: E [KNPO/NGO-AS, IDNPO/NGO || IDAS || E 
(KMNPO/NGO-AS, M2) || M2 || TNPO/NGO] 

 
   The AS server will forward these messages to the 
Database Server after carrying out the needed decryptions 
and verifying the MAC.  The server will send 
acknowledgement messages to the NPO/NGO using public 
key cryptography. 

E. Requester-NPO/NGO Communication 
   Normally, the Requester should join an NPO/NGO to be 
able to request moving goods and resources.  Obviously, a 
message to get information about the organization before 
joining, and if the user is convinced, a message to request to 
add the user is issued.  Obviously, “information about 
NPO/NGO” is large. 
 
R à NPO/NGO: E [PUNPO/NGO, E (PRR, IDNPO/NGO || IDR || E 

(KMNPO/NGO-R, add-user-info) || add-user-info || TR)] 
 

R àNPO/NGO: E [KNPO/NGO-R, IDNPO/NGO || IDR || E 
(KMNPO/NGO-R, NPO-info) || NPO-info || TR] 

F. Requester-Driver Communication 
 
   Communication between Driver and Requester is needed 
for last minute changes to the job, check list for delivered 
items, and delivered item status list (good condition, 
damaged).  The secured messages forwarded by D to R are 
given below.  Note that Check-out list can be small or large.  
To be safe, symmetric key is used. 
 
M1 = Check out list of delivered items 
 
M2 = Last minute changes (driver-side) | Approved last 
minute changes 
 

D à R: E [KD-R, IDD || IDR || E (KMD-R, M1) || M1 || TD] 
 
 

D à R: E [PUR, E (PRD, IDD || IDR || E (KMD-R, M2) || M2 || 
TD)] 

   For the Requester to Driver communication, we have the 
following relations: 
 
M1 = Delivered item status list | signed check out list 
M2= Last minute changes (Requester-side) | Approved last 
minute changes 
 
R à D: E [PUD, E (PRR, IDD || IDR || E (KMD-R, M2) || M2 || 

TR)] 
 

R à D: E [KD-R, IDD || IDR || E (KMD-R, M1) || M1 || TR] 
 

TABLE II.  SYMBOLS USED 

Symbol Meaning 

PUAS, PRAS Public and Private key of AS 
PUDS, PRDS Public and Private key of DS 
PUNPO/NGO Public key of NPO/NGO 
PUNPO/NGO Private key of NPO/NGO 
PUD, PRD Public and Private key of D 
PUR, PRR Public and Private key of R 
KD-R Symmetric key shared by D, R 
KD-AS Symmetric key shared by D, AS 
KR-AS Symmetric key shared by R, AS 
KDS-AS Symmetric key shared by DS, AS 
KNPO/NGO-AS Symmetric key shared by NPO/NGO, AS 
KNPO/NGO-R Symmetric key shared by NPO/NGO, R 
MAC Message Authentication Code 
KMD-R MAC key shared by D, R 
KMD-AS MAC key shared by D, AS 
KMR-AS MAC key shared by R, AS 
KMDS-AS MAC key shared by DS, AS 
KMNPO/NGO-AS MAC key shared by NPO/NGO, AS 
KMNPO/NGO-R MAC key shared by NPO/NGO, R 
HDS Historical data store 
à Then in Section III, Sends in section IV 
ß à Both parties apply security requirements 
TD Time stamp issued by D 
TR Time stamp issued by R 
TAS Time stamp issued by AS 
TDS Time stamp issued by DS 
TNPO/NGO Time stamp issued by NPO/NGO 
  

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
   This paper presented a security architecture for the Ford 
Mobility System, GoodTurn. To secure the communication 
between various components of this architecture, a 
cryptography protocol was adopted.  Both symmetric key 
and public key cryptography were employed.  Furthermore, 
Message Authentication Codes were relied upon.  The 
suggested approach satisfied the security requirements; 
integrity, confidentiality, and authentication.  The 
architecture will be tested and implemented when the Ford 
Mobility System, GoodTurn, is completed.   
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Abstract—In this paper we compare the main algorithms used 
for bandwidth allocation in Ethernet Passive Optical Networks 
(EPON): Interleaved Polling with Adaptive Cycle (IPACT), 
Constant Cycle Time (CCT) and Static Bandwidth Allocation 
for High Priority Services (SBAHPS) algorithms. Computer 
simulations are executed to reproduce the behavior of these 
methods using powerful software tools. Some changes in the 
computational procedures have also been implemented. The 
ICCT (Improved CCT) and SBAHPS algorithms showed the 
best results.  

Keywords-EPON; bandwidth allocation;resource efficiency. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic in telecommunication networks grows 
steadily because of data-intensive applications and services. 
To tackle this fact, EPONs have gained popularity as a 
suitable infrastructure to support such huge traffic in the 
access segment. In EPONs several Optical Network Units 
(ONUs) share a common upstream channel for transmission. 
The bandwidth must be dynamically allocated among 
multiple ONUs to achieve an efficient use of resources.  
Allocation algorithms take into account the instantaneous 
bandwidth demand and Quality of Service (QoS) 
requirements. 

Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA) is an active 
field of research [1], and many different approaches have 
been proposed [2]-[12]. In this paper, we compare the main 
algorithms for bandwidth allocation for data transmission 
upstream from multiple ONUs to the Optical Line 
Termination (OLT) in EPONs [1], such as: IPACT, CCT 
and SBAHPS. Several indicators on efficiency and fair 
utilization of the EPON upstream bandwidth, while 
supporting the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of 
different traffic classes, are calculated. Several 
modifications in the computational procedures have also 
been carried out. The software simulation tools have been 
developed using Mathworks Matlab software.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in 
Section 2, we discuss recent literature on DBA for EPONs, 
Section 3 describe the algorithms to be compared, Sections 
4 and 5 contain the results and discussion. We end with 
some conclusions and explain some future works. 

II. STATE OF ART 

There are research papers that apply techniques for 
DBA in EPON networks. In [3], the authors examine 

Passive Optical Networks (PON) architectures and DBA 
algorithms. The main branches of their classification for 
DBA methods are: grant sizing, grant scheduling, and 
optical network unit queue scheduling. They examine the 
topics of QoS support, as well as fair bandwidth allocation. 
The results are summarized and explicitly point to posible 
future avenues of research. In [4], an enhanced QoS-based 
dynamic bandwidth allocation (EQDBA) mechanism is 
proposed which incorporates with a prediction-based fair 
excessive bandwidth allocation (PFEBA) scheme to support 
differential traffic class in EPON. The proposed EQDBA 
mechanism divides a frame into two parts; one is the high 
priority traffic, which is always assigned in the fixed 
location of the frame to minimize the delay variation. The 
other kind of traffic, to solve the idle period problem, is 
dynamically adjusted in the transmission order according to 
an unstable degree list. The simulation results show that the 
proposed mechanism outperforms the PFEBA and QDBA 
mechanisms in terms of average end-to-end delay and high 
priority traffic delay to ensure QoS. In [6], the authors 
present a survey of the state of the art DBA algorithms for 
EPONs. They explain the main concepts and issues related 
to DBA in EPON systems.  This paper justifies why IPACT, 
CCT and SBAHPS are the most suitable DBA algorithms. 
In [7], the authors  show  the differences between EPON 
and GPON (such as: bandwidth utilization, delay, and jitter) 
by means of simulations for the two standards.  They take 
into account the evolution of both technologies to their next-
generation counterparts with a bit rate of 10 Gbps and 
analyze the implications for the DBA. The authors propose 
a new GPON DBA method to study the GPON 
performance. It is shown that the length of the polling cycle 
is a key issue for the DBA within the two standards. Minor 
differences regarding DBA for current and next-generation 
PONs were also detected. In [12], the author emulates a 
10Gbps next generation EPON network, which transmits 
voice, video and data packets,  using  the DBA-MAX, 
DBA-LINEAR and DBA-GATED algorithms. The 
performance is compared studying the variations of the 
average delay and the throughput with the traffic load. In 
[11], the authors provide a classification and a detailed 
comparison for a large number of DBA algorithms with 
respect to time delay and throughput parameters as 
performance indicators. The study explains that IPACT 
WITH CBR, UDBA, IPACT with two stages and CPBA 
algorithms show good results.  
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There are also a few studies regarding IPACT and 
its variances. Some of  them  are: 
 [8], where the authors propose a new DBA algorithm. 

The method provides constant and predictable average 
packet delay and minimizes the delay variation for the 
high and medium priority traffic, keeping the packet 
loss rate under control. 

 [9], where the authors describe an improved weighted 
interleaved polling with adaptive cycle time (IW-
IPACT) algorithm according to the QoS requirement 
for different kinds of traffic. Strict priority scheduling 
was applied to the expedited forwarding services and, 
the weighted fair queuing scheduling was used for the 
rest of the services. 

 [10], where the authors present a dynamic bandwidth 
allocation model. They propose a local bandwidth 
allocation algorithm based on a bargain—bargain 
approach. Reordering the delivery date of each packet 
after bargaining it according to its user level, delay and 
size. The model improves the traditional IPACT 
algorithm which establishes the delivery date of each 
packet in the order of polling. The results show that the 
proposed model can effectively minimize the Unused 
Slot Remainder (USR), and improves bandwidth 
allocation efficiency. 

As a novelty, we analyze the CCT algorithm, and 
carry out specific variations in the SBAHPS and IPACT 
methods. We also study among other parameters: the 
average cycle times, the cycle time standard deviation and 
the waste of channel capacity for the high and low priority 
traffics. These experiments (algorithms and parameters) 
have been chosen because IPACT, CCT and SBAHPS 
algorithms are considered as the most efficient methods in 
the scientific bibliography, and because these parameters 
allow  to evaluate precisely the behavior of them. 

III. BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION FOR UPSTREAM 

DATA TRANSMISSION 

This section describes the main DBA algorithms  
that have been simulated: IPACT, CCT and SBAHPS 
methods. Simulation results are presented  in Section 4.  

In general, the OLT allocates the size of 
transmission windows for each ONU using the GATE 
message. This allocation is based on the information 
received from ONUs in the REPORT message. 

A. Interleaved Polling with Adaptive Cycle 

The OLT polls the ONUs individually and issues 
grants to them in a round-robin fashion [2]. At the end of a 
transmission window, an ONU reports its queue sizes. The 
OLT employes this data to establish the next granted 
transmission window. The knowledge of the distance 
between OLT and ONUs (d) allows the OLT to schedule 
transmission windows so that packages from different 
ONUs do not overlap in time.  

The OLT controls and allocates a transmission 
window for each ONU at levels below an established 
maximum value (TMax) according to the Service Level 
Agreement (SLA). If the transmission window requested by 
an ONU is lower than TMax, the OLT will allocate this 
value to the ONU. If not, the OLT will allocate TMax as 
transmission window size. 

B. Constant Cycle Time 

This algorithm does not carry out a sequential pool 
of ONUs. The transmissions from each ONUs are 
undertaken in a cyclical manner. Once the transmission in 
the cycle TCyclej is finished, each ONU will have sent a 
REPORT message with the request related to the 
transmission window for the cycle TCyclej+2. This method 
ignores the requested window size from each ONU and 
always grants the estimated TMax in a cycle as window size. 
The main disadvantage of this algorithm is  that the cycle 
time is not used efficiently by those ONU with little 
information to tranmit. 

 
TMaxin cycle j+2 is defined as: 

 
TMaxin cycle j+2 =∑ (  −  )/N       (1) 
 
Where: 
 TCyclej: Time needed by the ONUs to transmit the 

granted length of data together with their associated 
guard intervals in the cycle j. 

 TAuto: Time required to detect newly-connected ONUs 
and handle the round-trip delay and MAC address of 
ONUs in the cycle j. 
We suggest raising the efficiency in the use of 
resources employing the ICCT algorithm, which is 
based on the following premises: 
- The OLT summarizes the unused transmission 

window time in cycle j (UTij) for all ONUs with   a  
window size lower than TMax, The OLT grants 
this calculated value(tre-assignedj) to those ONUs that 
have requested a  window higher than TMax.(Pj). 

                    =
∑ ( )

                  (2) 

- In the event that all ONUs request a window size 
higher than TMax., the allocations are equitably 
distributed in a manner similar to the CCT 
algorithm. 

C. Static Bandwidth Allocation for High Priority Services 

In relation to the SBAHPS method, based on the 
investigation [5], we suggest prioritizing delay-sensitive 
traffic (IP telephony, video-streaming, etc) by reserving a 
specific time slot. This time slot should be proportional to 
the allocated transmission window for each ONU. This 
procedure works similarly to the IPACT algorithm but 
booking a specific time slot for the high priority traffic in 
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each ONU. However, this particular slot can be used  
inefficiently by an ONU has not enough traffic to fill it 
completely. 

IV. SIMULATION OF ALGORITHMS 

The simulation environment should be suitable for 
the most usual applications. Its requirements are: 
 EPON network with bidirectional 1 Gbps links (C = 109 

bits/second) using 1490 nm wavelength for downstream 
and 1310 nm for upstream, with 1550 nm reserved for 
additional services.  This network has a 1:32 split ratio. 

 ONUs are located at a distance of d km from the OLT. 
 The network is in a stable condition at the simulation 

time.  
 The network should be characterized by the parameters 

indicated below, where:  
 N is the total number of ONUs. 
 M is the total number of ONUs transmiting low priority 

data traffic. 
 Each ONU(i) processes data traffic according to a  

Poisson distribution, which has a mean arrival rate of λi 
packages every second. A package requires a mean 

service timeE(X). ONUi has a traffic load i. 
 

                             ( ) =
µ

=  8 . = 12.14 μseg           (3) 

                                 =   ; i=1:N                           (4) 

 The OLT processes a total traffic load ρ  
                                    = ∑  ≤ 1                           (5) 

                    ∈ [0 , 1]           = +                      (6) 

                 = ∑ = ∑ ( + ) ≤ 1          (7) 
 

 is the traffic load for packages related to high 
priority services (percentage of i). 

 is the traffic load for pakages related to low priority 
services (percentage of i). 

 For one ONU i, a cycle time j, TCyclej, represents the 
elapsed time between transmission start times  j+1 and 
j. 

 The average cycle time, E(TCycleHP), for the packages 
related to high priority servicesis defined as:  

                                E(TCycleHP)=
.  0 

1−
                  (8) 

 The average cycle time, E(TCycleLP), for the packages 
related to low priority services is defined as:  

                           E(TCycleLP) = 
.  

                  (9) 

 The waste of channel capacity in the cycle j, WCj(%), is 
defined as: 
           (%) = /  . 100     (10) 

 The waste of channel capacity for the high priority 
services in the cycle j, WCjHP(%), is defined as:   

WCjHP(%) = /  . 100    (11) 
 will have the values: 0.1,  0.3,  0.5,  0.7,  0.9. 
 (percentage of  )  will have the values: 0.1,  0.3, 

0.5, 0.7, 0.9. 

E( ) = · · ( ) + · ( ) + ·

                                                  ( )                            (12) 

( )  ℎ  average time for the execution of 

the simulation scenario. 

( ) is the average guard time.            (13) 
 

( ) is the average required time for the transmission 
of  the REPORT message (64 bytes). 
TReqi  is the requested transmission window. 
                                        =                                 (14) 

                  TReqi= +              (15) 

is the number of packages that ONUi asks to transmit. 

A. Interleaved Polling with Adaptive Cycle 

Below, we explain the main simulation 
environments and the obtained results for the IPACT 
algorithm. 
 

TABLE I. PARAMETERS USED IN THE IPACT ALGORITHM  
SIMULATION 

 
N M HP

4 4 0.3 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  IPAC algorithm: E(TCycleHP), E(TCycleLP) in microseconds as 

a function of Total forHP = 0.3 [1]. 
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Figure 2.  IPACalgorithmTCycleHP, TCycleLPin microseconds as a 
function of Total for HP = 0.3 [1]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  IPAC algorithm: TCycle in microseconds as a function of 
Total with HP = 0.3 for several values of N and M [1]. 

Figure 1 shows that there is not a clear distinction 
between the average cycle times for high and low priority 
traffic when the relation between N and M parameters is 1. 
Figure 2 shows the progressive growth of the cycle time 
standard deviation when the total traffic, Total, increases. 
Figure 3 displays how the cycle time standard deviation 
increases as the number of ONUs raises, this fact is 
particularly relevant for high traffic demands (i.e., in Total = 
95% , (σ , ≈ 2 · σ( , )). 

The results show that IPACT algorithm carries out 
an efficient use of resources; however, is very sensitive to 
fast traffic changes or unstable traffic flows. 

B. Constant Cycle Time 

Below, we describe the main simulation 
environments and the obtained results for the CCT 
algorithm. 

TABLE II. PARAMETERS USED IN THE CCT ALGORITHM 
SIMULATION 

N M HP Max 
(msecond)

4 4 0.1 0.05 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  CCT algorithm: E(TCycleHP), E(TCycleLP) as a function of Total 
for N= 4, M= 4,HP = 0.1 and TMax = 0.05 [1]. 

 

Figure 5.  CCT algorithm: % Buffered HP and LP traffic as a function of 
Total for N= 4, M= 4, with HP = 0.1 and TMax = 0.05 [1]. 

Figure 4 shows that the algorithm works properly, since it 
allocates a constant cycle time for each simulation scenario.Several values 
for Total are tested. 

In Figure 5, it can be noted that the package 
prioritization works properly as the traffic load (Total) 
increases –even if the low priority traffic data stored in the 
buffer increases. 
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Figure 6.  ICCT algorithm: Waste of channel capacity as a 
function of Total for N= 4, M= 4, with HP = 0.1 and TMax = 0.05 [1]. 

Figure 6 shows that there is not a significant waste 
of the channel capacity and its value decreases as Total 
grows. The same pattern with very slight variations in the 
value of the waste has been observed for HP = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 
and 0.9. 

TABLE III. PARAMETERS USED IN THE ICCT ALGORITHM 
SIMULATION 

N M HP Max(mseco
nd)

4 4 0.1 0.05 

 
In Figures 7, 8, and 9, it can be noted that the 

algorithm works properly, the high priority traffic is 
adequately prioritized and there is no waste in the allocated 
time. However, the low traffic data stored in the buffer 
increases as the total traffic load raises, although lower in 
magnitude than in the CCT algorithm. Figure 10 shows the 
average cycle time for several values of M and HP = 0.1. It 
should be noted that a decrease in the number of ONUs 
transmitting low priority data traffic implies a considerable 
increase in the average cycle time for this kind of traffic. 
Figure 11 shows that the low traffic stored in the buffer 
increases as the total load traffic grows for all M values. 

Figure 7.  ICCT algorithm: E(TCycleHP), E(TCycleLP) in microseconds as 
a function of Total with HP = 0.1 [1]. 

The results show that ICCT method prioritizes the 
high priority traffic with an  insignificant impact on  the low 
priority traffic delay. However, the  low priority traffic 
stored in the buffer  increases as the total traffic flow grows. 

Figure 8.  ICCT algorithm: Buffered HP and LP traffic as a functionTotal 

for HP = 0.1 [1]. 

Figure 9.  ICCT algorithm: Waste of channel capacity as a function of as a 
function of Total for N= 4, M= 4, HP= 0.5, TR = 0.2 and TMax = 0.05 [1]. 

C. Static Bandwidth Allocation for High Priority Services 
(SBAHPS) 

Below, we explain the main simulation 
environments and the obtained results for the SBAHPS 
algorithm. 

 
TABLE IV.  PARAMETERS USED IN THE SBAHPS ALGORITHM 

SIMULATION 

N M HP 
 

TR 
TMax 

(msecond) 

4 4 0.5 0.2 0.05 
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Figure 10.  ICCT algorithm: E(TCycleLP) in microseconds as a function of  
Total for several values of M, ,  HP = 0.1 and TMax = 0.05 [1]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11.  ICCT: algorithm: %Buffered LP traffic  as a function of Total 
for several values of M, , HP = 0.1 and TMax = 0.05 [1]. 

Figure 12.  SBAHPS algorithm: E(TCycleHP), E(TCycleLP)in microseconds 
as a function of Total for N= 4, M= 4, HP= 0.5, TR = 0.2 andTMax = 0.05 
[1]. 

 

 

Figure 13.  SBAHPS algorithm: % Buffered  HP and LP  traffic as a 
function of Total for N= 4, M= 4, HP= 0.5, TR = 0.2 and TMax = 0.05 [1]. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14.  SBAHPS algorithm: Waste of channel capacity as a function of 
Total forN= 4, M= 4, HP= 0.5, TR = 0.2 and TMax = 0.05 [1]. 

Figure 12 shows that the growth of the average 
cycle time is connected to the increase of the total traffic 
load. In Figures 13 and 14, it can be noted that the high 
priority data traffic stored in the buffer is much higher than 
the low priority traffic. There is not a significant waste of 
reserved capacity. This waste is slightly decreased if the 
total traffic increases.  

The results show that the SBAHPS algorithm gets 
suitable constant cycle times and low priority buffered 
traffic flows. However, it has an inefficient bandwidth usage 
for the high priority traffic. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 

We have analyzed the main algorithms utilized for 
the bandwidth allocation in EPON:  IPACT, CCT and 
SBAHPS  methods. Several computer simulations were 
carried out to reproduce the behavior of these algorithms 
and study their characteristics.  

IPACT algorithm could be easily implemented and 
showed a good performance.  However, due to the impact 
on the time-length cycle variations,  caused by requests of 
big transmission windows from any ONU, it was difficult to 
achieve a minimum guarantee quality service when a 
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specific delay was required (audio streaming, VoIP, video 
conference, etc.). The ICCT algorithm, which we use 
instead of the CCT method to raise the efficiency in the use 
of resources, had an important computational complexity. 
However, its capability to assign unused capacity 
intransmission windows, caused that the resources were 
more efficiently used for the data transmission upstream. 
The SBAHPS algorithm booked a transmission time for the 
high priority traffic, which was proportional to the allocated 
window for the rest of traffic. The control performed with 
the aim of limiting the maximum transmission window in 
each ONU, allowed to guarantee a QoS. Additionally,  its 
configuration could be adapted to work in a similar way to 
IPACT and ICCT algorithms. 

Our future research will build a proof of concept 
based on the simulation, which will test several real 
scenarios. 
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Abstract—The wide deployment of wireless access points and 
smart mobile devices has been recently addressed in the 
research field of positioning. In traditional positioning 
schemes, the target is assumed to hold a tag or a transceiver 
for being tracked and it is regarded as active tracking. 
However, the target without any tags nor transceivers can be 
tracked by using radio frequency tomography, and it is known 
as passive tracking. In this paper, we propose a passive 
tracking scheme exploiting adaptive line-of-sight links 
(LOSLs). In the proposed scheme, the LOSL between each of 
wireless mobile device and wireless access point can be 
constructed adaptively to enhance the tracking performance in 
indoor environment. It maintains only least links while waiting 
for detection of a target with minimum energy consumption. 
However, when a target is detected with the least links, we can 
get a more accurate trajectory of the target by adaptively 
increasing the complexity of the links higher. According to the 
simulation results, it is shown that the proposed scheme can 
enhance the positioning performance remarkably. 

Keywords-positioning; active tracking; passive tracking; 
adaptive links. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to literatures, positioning schemes can be 
classified into two categories: Active tracking that requires 
the target to hold actively a device for tracking, such as a tag 
or a transceiver, and Passive tracking that tracks passively 
the target without any of devices [1]. However, the active 
tracking scheme has a limitation that it is not always 
expected for the tracked persons, such as criminals and 
intruders, to possess any devices for tracking. Accordingly, 
this issue has provoked much research about the passive 
tracking scheme. Zhou et al. had introduced a passive indoor 
tracking scheme with geometrical formulation [2]. They 
explored the characteristics of the wireless propagation radio 
frequency tomography (RFT) [3]-[6], under line-of-sight 
links (LOSLs), and by formulating the geometrical problem 
and applying Particle Swarm Algorithm (PSO) [7], the 
trajectory of the target can be estimated accurately. However, 
it is not efficient to maintain complex LOSLs under waiting 
for detection of a target with energy consumption. Moreover, 
since there are limitations of detecting multi-targets and 
more complex situations with triggered sequence error or 
time stamp error. In this paper, we propose a novel passive 
tracking scheme exploiting adaptive LOSLs to overcome the 
limitations of the conventional scheme. Therefore, we can 
get a more accurate trajectory of the target by increasing 

adaptively the level of the link complexity higher, while the 
conventional scheme is based on the fixed LOSLs. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. II, 
the basic concept of the conventional passive tracking 
scheme based on RFT are briefly discussed. In Sect. III, a 
passive tracking scheme exploiting adaptive LOSLs is 
proposed. In Sect. IV, the positioning performance of the 
proposed scheme is evaluated with computer simulations. 
Finally, our concluded remarks are summarized in Sect. V. 

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A basic concept of the conventional passive tracking 
scheme based on RFT is described in Figure 1. As shown in 
the figure, a RFT operator consists of two access points 
(APs) (1, 2) and two RSS indicators (a, b), and it estimates a 
cross point (CP) on the LOSL [2]. Note that the CP 
indicates the intersecting point by the target on the LOSL. 
Both the RSS Indicators and the APs are placed on either 
side of the corridor, forming a LOSL web to monitor the 
corridor. When an obvious RSS fluctuation on a LOSL is 
detected, it is defined as this LOSL is triggered by the 
target. When a pedestrian walks across the RFT operator 
from position A to B in Figure 1, the triggered sequence of 
LOSLs is record as L(i), (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), which are L(1, a), 
L(1, b), L(2, a), and L(2, b), respectively. Note that L(i) is 
represented as a 1st order straight line, y = ki⋅x + bi, where ki

and bi are foreknown according to the coordinates of the 
APs and the RSS Indicators.  

Figure 1 . CP estimation on L(2,a) by a RFT operator 
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Figure 2. Scenario with proposed scheme 

Generally, when L(i) is triggered, the middle point, 
which is O on L(3) in Figure 1, on L(i) is selected as the CP 
for minimizing the tracking error, and it is called as a central 
method (CM) scheme. Once the triggered sequence is 
considered, however, the CP can be set as the middle point 
of the restricted segment (the cross mark in Figure 1) on the 
LOSL, which is cut by the previous obstructed LOSL and 
the subsequent obstructed LOSL, and it is given as follows: 

For example, in Figure 1, the CP on L(2, a), must locate 
on segment O2 in common sense because the previous 
triggered LOSP is L(1, b) and the later triggered LOSP is 
L(2, b). However, if the previous triggered LOSP is L(1, a) 
and the later triggered LOSP is L(2, a), the CP will be 
located on segment Oa. With the presented example in 
Figure 1, therefore, the CP is located at the middle point of 
segment O2, which is cut by L(1, b) and L(2,b) for further 
minimizing the tracking error. 

III. PROPOSED SCHEME

As for the conventional scheme, it is not efficient to 
maintain complex LOSLs under waiting for detection of a 
target with energy consumption. We assumed that more 
transmitting power is used to maintain complex links, 
because the distance between AP and RSS indicator is 
increased. Moreover, there are other limitations of detecting 
multi-targets and performance with fixed structure of LOSL 
web. In this paper, therefore, we propose a novel passive 
tracking scheme exploiting adaptive LOSLs. 

Figure 2 shows a scenario with the proposed scheme. In 
the proposed scheme, it remains level 0, as the standby state 
with minimum number of LOSLs. When the LOSL is 
triggered, the level is changed to higher level with respect to 
the situations such as multi-targets or enhanced accuracy of 
tracking. In this paper, three representative situations are 
considered; when we want to get higher accuracy of the 
trajectory of the target, when the multi-targets are detected, 
when the sequence history of trajectory of the target is not 
clear.  
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Figure 3. The flow chart of proposed scheme 

Firstly, when we just want to get higher accuracy, we 
can make it by increasing the number LOSLs per each of 
nodes as shown in the Figure 2. By changing level 0 to 2, 
then, we can get more CPs, and we can track the trajectory 
of the target more densely. 

Secondly, if we get different trigger sequences with 
different directions, compared with originally tracked 
trajectory, then we can assume that there are multiple 
targets. Tracking of the multi-targets cannot be achieved 
with only the low levels. To make a clear division with 
original target, we can increase the number of LOSLs and 
compare the triggered sequence of original target with that 
of new targets. Moreover, by increasing the number of 
LOSLs, we can decrease the tracking error when the 
sequence history of trajectory of the target is not clear. 

Figure 3 presents the flow chart of the proposed scheme. 
For the first step, we make the LOSLs for target detection 
by sending propagation signals from APs to RSS Indicators. 
Then, it maintains ‘standby state’ with only minimum basic 
links for detecting target while saving power consumption. 
When a target is detected with the basic links, the proposed 
scheme increases the complexity of LOSL. Meanwhile, if 
the proposed scheme has enough information of the 
sequence with time stamp for tracking the target, it moves 
on to the next step to find out the trajectory of the target. 
However, if the information of the sequence with time 
stamp is missed or the sequence history is not reasonable, 
then it moves on the next step. In the next step, it can bring 
the level of LOSL to higher level and goes back to former 
step until the conditions are satisfied. 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We performed computer simulations with MATLAB. In 
the simulations, Wi-Fi APs and smart-phones are assumed 
as APs and RSS indicators, and the characteristics of Wi-Fi 
signal are measured and modeled with path-loss and fading 

effects. The simulation also models a 20m x 20m space with 
5 APs and 5 RSS indicators to validate the effectiveness of 
the proposed scheme. 

(a) Level 0 (units: meters) 

(b) Level 1 (units: meters) 

(c) Level 2 (units: meters)
Figure 4. Results of simulations with the proposed scheme (x-axis and y-

axis indicate the coordinates in meters) 
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With the proposed scheme, we used the CM scheme, 
which sets the central point of each of the LOSLs to the CP 
for estimating the real CP, which is the intersecting point by 
the target on the LOSL. Note that purple stars indicate the 
real CPs on the actual trajectory of target. Figure 4 shows 
the result of simulations with the proposed scheme. The 
green solid line indicates the actual trajectory of target, 
which is made randomly, while the red line with circle 
marks indicates the estimated trajectory of the target and the 
dotted lines are the LOSLs. As shown in the figure, the 
proposed scheme can change the levels of LOSL web from 
0 to 2 and even more to enhance the tracking performance. 
Note that the level 1 is the tracking performance with the 
conventional scheme. In the simulations, we used only five 
couples of APs, but we can notice that the performance of 
tracking is enhanced remarkably, and the errors are reduced 
as the number of LOSLs is increased. It is reasonable that 
the power consumption of the proposed scheme is decreased 
because it can save the transmitting power, while it waits for 
the target. However, the amount of power saving depends 
on the scenarios with different ratio of waiting time and 
active time. Therefore, we are under performing 
experiments for the proposed scheme to confirm the 
operation of the algorithm in terms of the power saving as 
well as the accuracy, and the results will be discussed in 
future works. Moreover, if there is an error of the triggered 
sequence or time stamp, which is caused from events of the 
multi-targets, the proposed scheme can track the multi-
targets with independent sequence and time stamp.  

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a passive tracking scheme 
exploiting adaptive LOSLs. In the proposed scheme, the 
LOSL between each of wireless mobile device and wireless 
APs can be constructed adaptively to enhance the tracking 
performance in indoor environment. Compared with the 
conventional scheme, we can get advantages in accuracy, 
while maintaining the existing number of APs, by increasing 
the number of LOSLs in each of levels. It is natural that the 
tracking accuracy becomes higher when the number of APs 
increases. However, there are several issues left for future 
works. As the number of LOSLs is increased, the complexity 
also is proportionally increased. Therefore, one of the future 
work is to find an optimal number of APs’ deployment for 
tracking a target in usual indoor environment. Also, we need 
to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme with 
various number of multi-targets in future works. Moreover, 
we will analyse the stability of the algorithm with respect to 
the accuracy of the inputs in future works. 
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 Abstract- In the current Internet system, there are many 
problems using anonymity of the network communication such 
as personal information leaks and crimes using the Internet 
system. This is why TCP/IP protocol used in Internet system does 
not have the user identification information on the 
communication data, and it is difficult to supervise the user 
performing the above acts immediately.  As a study for solving 
the problem such as the personal information leaks, there is the 
study of Policy Based Network Management (PBNM). This is the 
scheme for managing a whole Local Area Network (LAN) 
through communication control by a user unit. In the PBNM, 
two types of schemes exist. The first is the scheme for managing 
the whole LAN by locating the communication control 
mechanisms on the path between network servers and clients. 
The second is the scheme of managing the whole LAN by locating 
the communication control mechanisms on clients. As the scheme 
to control on a client, we have studied theoretically about the 
Destination Addressing Control System (DACS) Scheme. By 
applying this DACS Scheme to Internet system management, we 
will realize the policy-based Internet system management. In this 
paper, as the progression phase for the last goal, we perform the 
load experiment of the cloud type virtual PBNM named the 
vDACS Scheme, which can be used by plural organizations, for 
applications to the small and medium size scale organization. 

Keywords- policy-based netwok management; DACS Scheme; 
NAPT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the current Internet system, there are many problems 
using anonymity of the network communication such as 
personal information leaks and crimes using the Internet 
system. The news of the information leak in the big company 
is sometimes reported through the mass media. Because 
TCP/IP protocol used in Internet system does not have the 
user identification information on the communication data, it 
is difficult to supervise the user performing the above acts 
immediately. As studies and technologies for managing 
Internet system realized on TCP/IP protocol, those such as 

Domain Name System (DNS), Routing protocol, Fire Wall 
(F/W) and Network address port translation (NAPT)/network 
address translation (NAT) are listed. However, they are the 
studies for managing the specific part of the Internet system, 
and have no purpose of managing the whole Internet system.  

As a study for managing the whole Internet system for the 
purpose of controlling it by a user unit, the PBNM [2] exists. 
The PBNM is a scheme for managing a whole Local Area 
Network (LAN) through communication control by a user unit, 
and cannot be applied to the Internet system. The PBNM is 
often used in a scene of campus network management. In a 
campus network, network management is quite complicated. 
Because a computer management section manages only a 
small portion of the wide needs of the campus network, there 
are some user support problems. For example, when mail 
boxes on one server are divided and relocated to some 
different server machines, it is necessary for some users to 
update a client machine’s setups. Since most of the computer 
network users in a campus are students and they do not check 
frequently their e-mail, it is difficult to make them aware of 
the settings update. This administrative operation is executed 
by means of web pages and/or posters. For the system 
administrator, individual technical support is a stiff part of the 
network management. Because the PBNM manages a whole 
LAN, it is easy to solve this kind of problem. In addition, the 
PBNM can manage a whole LAN by making anonymous 
communication non-anonymous. As the result, it becomes 
possible to identify the user who steals personal information 
and commits a crime swiftly and easily. Therefore, by 
applying the PBNM, we will study about the policy-based 
Internet system management.  

In the existing PBNM, there are two types of schemes. The 
first is the scheme of managing the whole LAN by locating 
the communication control mechanisms on the path between 
network servers and clients. The second is the scheme of 
managing the whole LAN by locating the communication 
control mechanisms on clients. The client means a client 
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computer. It is difficult to apply a scheme for controlling on a 
network course to Internet system practically, because the 
communication control mechanism needs to be located on the 
path between network servers and clients without exception. 
Because the scheme for controlling on a client locates the 
communication control mechanisms as the software on each 
client, it becomes possible to apply the scheme for controlling 
on a client to Internet system by devising the installing 
mechanism so that users can install the software to the client 
easily.  

As the scheme to control on a client, we have studied 
theoretically about the Destination Addressing Control System 
(DACS) Scheme. As the works on the DACS Scheme, we 
showed the basic principle of the DACS Scheme, and security 
function [14]. After that, we implemented a DACS System to 
realize a concept of the DACS Scheme. By applying this 
scheme to Internet system, we will realize the policy-based 
Internet system management. Then, the Wide Area DACS 
system (wDACS system) used in one organization was 
showed as the second phase for the last goal. As the first step 
of the second phase, we showed the concept of the cloud type 
virtual PBNM, which could be used by plural organizations. 
In this paper, as the progression phase of the third phase for 
the last goal, we perform the load experiment to confirm the 
possibility of the cloud type virtual PBNM for the use in 
plural organizations. In Section II, motivation and related 
research for this study are described. In Section III, the 
existing DACS Scheme and wDACS Scheme is described. In 
Section IV, the proposed scheme and load experiment results 
are described. 

II. MOTIVATION AND RELATED RESEARCH

In policy-based network management, there are two types 
of schemes. The scheme to control on a network course is the 
scheme described in Figure 1. The standardization of this 
scheme is performed in various organizations. In IETF, a 
framework of PBNM [2] was established. Standards about 
each element constituting this framework are as follows. As a 
model of control information stored in the server called 
Policy Repository, Policy Core Information model (PCIM) 
[3] was established. After it, PCMIe [4] was established by 
extending the PCIM. To describe them in the form of 
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), Policy Core 
LDAP Schema (PCLS) [5] was established. As a protocol to 
distribute the control information stored in Policy Repository 
or decision result from the PDP to the PEP, Common Open 
Policy Service (COPS) [6] was established. Based on the 
difference in distribution method, COPS usage for RSVP 
(COPS-RSVP) [7] and COPS usage for Provisioning (COPS-
PR) [8] were established. RSVP is an abbreviation for 
Resource Reservation Protocol. The COPS-RSVP is the 
method as follows. After the PEP having detected the 
communication from a user or a client application, the PDP 
makes a judgmental decision for it. The decision is sent and 
applied to the PEP, and the PEP adds the control to it. The 

COPS-PR is the method of distributing the control 
information or decision result to the PEP before accepting 
the communication.  

Figure 1. Principle in Scheme to Control on a Network Course 

Next, in DMTF, a framework of PBNM called Directory-
enabled Network (DEN) was established. Like the IETF 
framework, control information is stored in the server storing 
control information called Policy Server, which is built by 
using the directory service, such as LDAP [9], and is 
distributed to network servers and networking equipment 
such as switch and router. As the result, the whole LAN is 
managed. The model of control information used in DEN is 
called Common Information Model (CIM), the schema of the 
CIM (CIM Schema Version 2.30.0) [11] was opened. The 
CIM was extended to support the DEN [10], and was 
incorporated in the framework of DEN. 

In addition, Resource and Admission Control Subsystem 
(RACS) [12] was established in Telecoms and Internet 
converged Services and protocols for Advanced Network 
(TISPAN) of European Telecommunications Standards 
Institute (ETSI), and Resource and Admission Control 
Functions (RACF) was established in International 
Telecommunication Union Telecommunication 
Standardization Sector (ITU-T) [13]. 
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Figure 2. Essential Principle 

However, all the frameworks explained above are based on the 
principle shown in Figure 1. As problems of these 
frameworks, two points are presented as follows. Essential 
principle is described in Figure 2. Concretely, in the point 
called Policy Decision Point (PDP) judgment, such as 
permission and non-permission for communication pass is 
performed based on policy information. The judgment is 
notified and transmitted to the point called the PEP, which is 
the mechanism, such as VPN mechanism, router and Fire wall, 
which is located on the network path among hosts (servers and 
clients). Based on that judgment, the control is added for the 
communication that is going to pass by. 

Figure 3. Principle in Scheme to Control on a Client

The principle of the scheme for controlling on a client is 
described in Figure 3.By locating the communication control 
mechanisms on the clients, the whole LAN is managed. 
Because this scheme controls the network communications on 
each client, the processing load is low. However, because the 
communication control mechanisms need to be located on 
each client, the work load becomes heavy. 

When it is thought that Internet system is managed by using 
these two schemes, it is difficult to put a control unit on the 
network course practically. The communication control 

mechanism needs to be located on the path between network 
servers and clients without exception. This is why, we devised 
the scheme for controlling the network on a client. The 
scheme locates the communication controls mechanisms on 
each client. That is, the software for communication control is 
installed on each client. So, by devising the installing 
mechanism letting users install software to the client easily, it 
becomes possible to apply the scheme for controlling the 
network on a client to Internet system. As a first step for the 
last goal, we showed the Wide Area DACS system (wDACS) 
system [15]. This system manages a wide area network, which 
one organization manages. Therefore, it is impossible for 
plural organizations to use this system. Then, as the first step 
of the second phase, we showed the concept of the cloud type 
virtual PBNM, which could be used by plural organizations in 
this paper. 

III. EXISTING DACS SCHEME AND WDACS SYSTEM

In this section, the content of the DACS Scheme, which is 
the study of the phase 1 is described. 

A Basic Principle of the DACS Scheme 

Figure 4 shows the basic principle of the network services by 
the DACS Scheme. At the timing of the (a) or (b) as shown in 
the following, the DACS rules (rules defined by the user unit) 
are distributed from the DACS Server to the DACS Client. 

(a) At the time of a user logging in the client. 

(b) At the time of a delivery indication from the system 
administrator. 

According to the distributed DACS rules, the DACS Client 
performs (1) or (2) operation as shown in the following. Then, 
communication control of the client is performed for every 
login user. 

(1) Destination information on IP Packet, which is sent from 
application program, is changed. 

(2) IP Packet from the client, which is sent from the application 
program to the outside of the client, is blocked. 

An example of the case (1) is shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4, 
the system administrator can distribute a communication of the 
login user to the specified server among servers A, B or C. 
Moreover, the case (2) is described. For example, when the 
system administrator wants to forbid an user to use MUA (Mail 
User Agent), it will be performed by blocking IP Packet with 
the specific destination information. 
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Figure 4. Basic Principle of the DACS Scheme 

In order to realize the DACS Scheme, the operation is done 
by a DACS Protocol as shown in Figure 5. As shown by (1) of 
the double way arrow between DACS Server and IN block in 
Figure 5, the distribution of the DACS rules is performed on 
communication between the DACS Server and the DACS 
Client, which is arranged at the application layer. The 
application of the DACS rules to the DACS Control is shown 
by (2) in Figure 5.  

Figure 5.  Layer Setting of the DACS Scheme 

The steady communication control, such as a modification 
of the destination information or the communication blocking 
is performed at the network layer as shown by (3) in Figure 5. 

B Communication Control on Client 

The communication control on every user was given. 
However, it may be better to perform communication control 
on every client instead of every user. For example, it is the case 
where many and unspecified users use a computer room, which 
is controlled. In this section, the method of communication 
control on every client is described, and the coexistence 
method with the communication control on every user is 
considered. 

When a user logs in to a client, the IP address of the client is 
transmitted to the DACS Server from the DACS Client. Then, 
if the DACS rules corresponding to IP address, is registered 
into the DACS Server side, it is transmitted to the DACS 
Client. Then, communication control for every client can be 
realized by applying to the DACS Control. In this case, it is a 

premise that a client uses a fixed IP address. However, when 
using DHCP service, it is possible to carry out the same control 
to all the clients linked to the whole network or its subnetwork 
for example. 

Figure 6. Creating the DACS rules on the DACS Server 

When using communication control on every user and every 
client, communication control may conflict. In that case, a 
priority needs to be given. The judgment is performed in the 
DACS Server side as shown in Figure 6. Although not 
necessarily stipulated, the network policy or security policy 
exists in the organization such as a university (1). The priority 
is decided according to the policy (2). In (a), priority is given 
for the user's rule to control communication by the user unit. 
In (b), priority is given for the client's rule to control 
communication by the client unit. In (c), the user's rule is the 
same as the client's rule. As the result of comparing the 
conflict rules, one rule is determined respectively.  Those rules 
and other rules not overlapping are gathered, and the DACS 
rules are created (3). The DACS rules are transmitted to the 
DACS Client. In the DACS Client side, the DACS rules are 
applied to the DACS Control. The difference between the 
user's rule and the client's rule is not distinguished. 

C Security Mechanism of the DACS Scheme 

In this section, the security function of the DACS Scheme is 
described. The communication is tunneled and encrypted by 
use of SSH. By using the function of port forwarding of SSH, 
it is realized to tunnel and encrypt the communication between 
the network server and the DACS Client, which is installed in 
the client. Normally, to communicate from a client application 
to a network server by using the function of port forwarding of 
SSH, local host (127.0.0.1) needs to be indicated on that client 
application as a communicating server. The transparent use of 
a client, which is a characteristic of the DACS Scheme, is 
failed. The transparent use of a client means that a client can be 
used continuously without changing setups when the network 
system is updated. The function that doesn't fail the transparent 
use of a client is needed. The mechanism of that function is 
shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Extend Security Function

D Application to cloud environment 

In this section, the contents of wDACS system are explained 
in Figure 8. First, as preconditions, because private IP 
addresses are assigned to all servers and clients existing in 
from LAN1 to LAN n, mechanisms of NAT/NAPT are 
necessary for the communication from each LAN to the 
outside. In this case, NAT/NAPT is located on the entrance of 
the LAN such as (1), and the private IP address is converted to 
the global IP address towards the direction of the arrow. Next, 
because the private IP addresses are set on the servers and 
clients in the LAN, other communications except those 
converted by Destination NAT cannot enter into the LAN. But, 
responses for the communications sent form the inside of the 
LAN can enter into the inside of the LAN because of the 
reverse conversion process by the NAT/NAPT.  In addition, 
communications from the outside of the LAN1 to the inside are 
performed through the conversion of the destination IP address 
by Destination NAT. Concretely, the global IP address at the 
same of the outside interface of the router is changed to the 
private IP address of each server. From here, system 
configuration of each LAN is described. First, the DACS 
Server and the authentication server are located on the DMZ on 
the LAN1 such as (4). On the entrance of the LAN1, 
NAT/NAPT and destination NAT exists such as (1) and (2). 
Because only the DACS Server and network servers are set as 
the target destination, the authentication server cannot be 
accessed from the outside of the LAN1. In the LANs form 
LAN 2 to LAN n, clients managed by the wDACS system 
exist, and NAT/NAPT is located on the entrance of each LAN 
such as (1). Then, F/W such as (3) or (5) exists behind or with 
NAT/NAPT in all LANs. 

Figure 8. Basic System Configuration of wDACS System

IV. THE CLOUD TYPE VIRTUAL PBNM FOR THE COMMON 

USE BETWEEN PLURAL ORGANIZATIONS

In this section, after the concept and implementation of the 
proposed scheme were described, functional evaluation results 
are described. 

A. Concept of the Cloud Type Virtual PBNM for the 
Common Use Between Plural Organizations 

In Figure 9, which is described in [16], the proposed 
concept is shown. Because the existing wDACS Scheme 
realized the PBNM control with the software called the DACS 
Server and the DACS client, other mechanism was not needed. 
By this point, application to the cloud environment was easy.  

Figure 9. Concept of the Proposed Scheme 

B. Implementation of the basic function in the 

The proposed scheme in this paper realizes the common 
usage by plural organizations by adding the following 
elements to realize the common usage by plural organizations: 
user identification of the plural organizations, management of 
the policy information of the plural organizations, application 
of the PKI for code communication in the Internet, Redundant 
configuration of the DACS Server (policy information server), 
load balancing configuration of the DACS Server, installation 
function of DACS Client by way of the Internet . 

C. Cloud Type Virtual PBNM for the Common Usage 
Between Plural Organizations 

In the past study [14], the DACS Client was operated on the 
windows operation system (Windows OS). It was because 
there were many cases that the Windows OS was used for as 
the OS of the client. However, the Linux operating system 
(Linux OS) had enough functions to be used as the client 
recently, too. In addition, it was thought that the case used in 
the clients in the future came out recently. Therefore, to prove 
the possibility of the DACS Scheme on the Linux OS, the 
basic function of the DACS Client was implemented in this 
study. The basic functions of the DACS Server and DACS 
Client were implemented by JAVA language. From here, it is 
described about the order of the process in the DACS Client 
and DACS Server as follows. 
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Figure.10 Prototype System 

(Processes in the DACS Client) 
(p1) The information acquisition from Cent OS 
(p2) Transmission from the DACS Client to the DACS  
(p3) The information transmission from the DACS Client to  
(p4) The reception of the DACS rules from the DACS Server 
(p5) Application of the DACS rules of the DACS Control 

(Processes in the DACS Server) 
(p1) The information reception from the DACS Client 
(p2) Connection to the database  
(p3) Inquiry of the Database  
(p4) Transmission of the DACS rules to the DACS Client 

D. Results of the functional evaluation 

  In this section, the results of the functional evaluation for the 
implementation system are described in Figure 10.  

Figure.11 Setting Situation of the DACS rules on the DACS CL

In Figure 11, the setting situation of the DACS rules is 
described in figure 11. This DACS rules is the rule to change a 
Web server for the access. The delivery of the DACS rules is 
between the DACS SV and the DACS CL encrypted by using 
SSL. 
  By this DACS rules, the next operation was realized. When 
the user accessed the Web Server with the IP address of 
192.168.1.10, the Web Server with the IP address of 
192.168.1.12 was accessed actually. As for this 
communication result, the communication log on each Web 
server was confirmed by viewing.  

V. LOAD EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In this section, after the description of experimental 
environment, load experiment results are described. 

A.  Load experiment results to confirm the function of the 
software for realization of the Cloud Type Virtual PBNM 
for the Common Use Between Plural Organizations 

In this section, the load experiment results are described. In 
the Figure 12, the experimental environment is described. This 
environment consists of four virtual servers. In the virtual 
server 1, servers group such as the DACS Server and user 
authentication server is stored. In other virtual severs such as 
the virtual server 2, virtual server 3 and virtual server 4, the 
virtual client, which is installed the DACS Client is stored. 
The number of the virtual clients is 100.  

Figure.12 Experimental Environment 

By using this experimental environment, the load experiment 
was executed. Specifically, simultaneous accesses for the 
DACS SV from the 100 virtual clients were performed at the 
rate of one time form 15 minutes. The number of the 
simultaneous connections for the DACS SV was set to 10 on 
this occasion. The experimental results are described in Table 
1.   

                    TABLE I. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (1)

  In this table, the practice time of the DACL CL and CPU 
consumption is described. The average of the results of the 
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measurement for ten times was 263.2 MHz. This value is 
around three times of the value shown in Table 2. 

TABLE II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (2) 

In the experiment of the Table 2, the Windows client is used, 
and the communications between the DACS SV and the 
DACS CL is not encrypted. In this experiment, the Linux 
client is used, and the communications between the DACS SV 
and the DACS CL is encrypted by SSL. Particularly, because 
an element of the overhead processes of the SSL is large, it is 
thought that such a result was derived.  

B.  Load experiment results for applications to the small and 
medium size scale organization 

In this section, the load experiment results are described. The 
experimental environment is described. The experimental 
environment is as previous experiment environment. In this 
experiment, simultaneous accesses for the DACS SV from the 
200 virtual clients were performed at the rate of one time form 
15 minutes. The number of the simultaneous connections for 
the DACS SV was set to 10 on this occasion. The 
experimental results are described in Table 3.   

TABLE III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (3) 

  In this table, the average of the results of the measurement 
for ten times was 265.8 MHz. This value is same as the value 
shown in Table 1. In other words, when the number of the 
client is 200, CPU consumption of the DACS SV becomes the 
constant standard by limiting the number of simultaneous 
connections to 10. 

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we performed the load experiment of the 
cloud type virtual PBNM, which can be used by plural 

organizations. In this experiment, the 200 virtual clients with 
Linux OS are used, and the communications between the 
DACS SV and the DACS CL are encrypted. The number of 
the simultaneous connections for the DACS SV was set to 10 
on this occasion. As the result, the average of CPU 
consumption was 265.8 MHz.  It became possible to confirm 
the fact that CPU consumption of the DACS SV becomes 
about 263~265MHz by limiting the number of simultaneous 
connections to 10. By this experiment, it was confirmed this 
proposed scheme was applicable to the network with the 200 
clients. 

As a future work, we are going to perform more load 
experiments in the form of changing the number of the virtual 
clients and the number of the simultaneous connections for the 
DACS SV to show that it is applicable in a small and medium 
size scale network with the clients of around 1000.  
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